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ABSTRACT
Process mining can be used to discover different variants of a
business process. To optimise the performance of the process, the
best variant needs to be identified. However, process performance
is multi-dimensional and how these dimensions weigh out against
each other to find the best performing process is often unclear. This
paper proposes to use conjoint analysis and regression analysis to
assess the overall performance of different process variants discov-
ered by process mining. The approach has been implemented in a
visual tool and has been applied to an industrial case study.
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1. Introduction

Business processes in organisations constantly generate event data logged in the orga-
nisation’s information systems. Many organisations have adopted process mining tools
that use these event data for the discovery and analysis of the actual execution of their
business processes (van der Aalst 2016). A wide range of process mining techniques have
been developed in the past years (Maita et al. 2018). Process mining helps organisations
to identify systematic problems in their business processes, e.g. bottlenecks or undesired
loops. Such analysis can be used to improve the performance of mined business processes
by redesigning them (Maruster and van Beest 2009).

In practice, a process is typically performed in many different ways, leading to many
different process variants. For instance, Figure 1 shows a simple Purchase-to-Pay (P2P)
process where regular execution follows the solid lines but four variants are possible that
follow the solid and dotted lines. Variant 1 occurs when a supplier is unable to deliver the
ordered goods in one shipment, variant 2 when the procurement system contains an
outdated price list, variant 3 when the purchase order was approved by the wrong person,
and variant 4 when a basic office supply that is not in stock is bought directly from a shop
and afterwards the purchase is created. More complex processes have many more variants.

To improve the performance of a process, organisations should determine which
variants have the best performance and should be selected to be used as future
standard. Process mining algorithms do not answer this question. The most commonly
used tool for performance assessment in the process mining literature is conformance
checking (Rozinat and van der Aalst 2008; van der Aalst 2016). Conformance checking
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compares the logged behaviour of a process with a known benchmark process. For the
performance valuation of business processes, however, conformance checking has two
main drawbacks. First, the performance of business processes is typically assessed on
multiple dimensions such as cost, time or quality of the process. Conformance checking
does not allow for such a multi-dimensional evaluation of process performance. Second,
the benchmark process is not necessarily the best performing process, even though it
has been designed as standard process within the organisation. Selecting the best
performing process is not possible using conformance checking. Therefore, we propose
a performance assessment technique for mined business processes that accounts for
the multi-dimensional nature of business process evaluation and does not assume the
best performing process is known upfront.

The scientific literature on performance measurement of business processes only
partially addresses this problem (Neely, Gregory, and Platts 2005; Kaplan and Norton
1992; Neely, Adams, and Kennerley 2002; Jansen-Vullers, Kleingeld, and Netjes 2008).
Different performance dimensions and performance indicators have been proposed,
but there is no method how to use these to choose the best performing process variant.
Methods have been proposed to structure performance indicators in a hierarchy
(Bititci, Suwignjo, and Carrie 2000; Han, Kang, and Song 2009; Rodrguez, Saiz, and
Bas 2009) where lower level indicators contribute to indicators at an adjacent higher
level. Having such a hierarchy would make the selection straightforward. However,
constructing this hierarchy takes a lot of effort and is therefore not feasible for most
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Figure 1. P2P process with four execution variants.
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companies. Moreover, for the problem of identifying the best performing variant,
selecting the right variant is more important than knowing or predicting the exact
performance of each variant, though naturally the latter feature makes the selection
problem trivial.

The main contribution of this paper is an approach to select the best performing
process variants from a set of mined process variants when the ideal benchmark process is
unknown and it is not clear how performance indicators and overall performance are
related. It is applicable to any organisation that logs processes that have variations, as it
allows an organisation to identify the best process variant from a set of observed variants.
This significantly advances the state of the art in performance analysis using process
mining, since related work targets analysis of single processes only, as we explain in
Section 2. This significantly advances the state of the art in performance analysis using
process mining, since related work targets analysis of single processes only, as we explain
in Section 2.

The approach leverages the knowledge of domain experts on ideal process perfor-
mance. To extract this knowledge, the approach uses conjoint analysis (Green, Douglas
Carroll, and Goldberg 1981; Hair et al. 2014) to estimate weights of different performance
dimensions. Conjoint analysis is a standard technique used in new product development
to identify how potential customers value the attributes of the new product. The advan-
tage is that, by requesting the respondent to choose among fictitious products rather
than rating each attribute separately, the relative importance of each attribute is uncon-
sciously revealed. In our setting of process evaluation, domain experts are asked to
choose among fictitious business processes in terms of performance according to their
own judgement, which reveals the relative importance of the process dimensions. The
weights that the experts implicitly assign to the performance dimensions are estimated
from their choices. Once the weights are estimated, the overall performance of any
process variant can be assessed.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discussed related work.
Section 3 discusses the evaluation approach, which uses regression analysis and conjoint
analysis. The approach has been implemented in a tool that interfaces with an existing
process mining tool. Section 4 discusses a case study that we performed to evaluate the
approach and the tool. Section 5 ends the paper with conclusions.

2. Related work

To understand and position the results from this paper, we discuss related work in
performance measurement, process mining, and conjoint analysis.

2.1. Performance measurement

Performance measurement is a broad field that spreads both the strategic, tactical, and
operational level of organisations. Several performance measurement frameworks have
been proposed (Neely, Gregory, and Platts 2005), notably the Balanced Scorecard (Kaplan
and Norton 1992) for the strategic level, and the performance prism (Neely, Adams, and
Kennerley 2002) for the tactical and operational level.
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While these approaches focus on organisational performance, other approaches focus
on measuring performance of a single business process (Van Looy and Shafagatova 2016).
Process performance involves both qualitative and quantitative aspects (Kueng 2000;
Brand and Hans 1995). Since we focus in this paper on process mining, we are interested
in quantifiable aspects of process performance (Jansen-Vullers, Kleingeld, and Netjes
2008). Typical quantifiable performance dimensions for business processes are time,
cost, quality and flexibility (Jansen-Vullers, Kleingeld, and Netjes 2008).

The devil’s quadrangle (Brand and Hans 1995; Reijers and Limam-Mansar 2005) relates
these dimensions. The name of the quadrangle refers to the trade-off that needs to be
made among the dimensions when optimising a process. The devil’s quadrangle has been
applied to business process redesign (Reijers and Limam-Mansar 2005; Limam-Mansar
and Reijers 2005) and has also been used to quantify the impact of different redesign
heuristics (Jansen-Vullers, Kleingeld, and Netjes 2008). Note that in business process
redesign, redesigned processes are modelled manually and are not derived by mining
and that conjoint analysis has never been applied before to select the most appropriate
redesign, despite the merits of conjoint analysis as described below.

Performance indicators have been proposed to guide the search which processes to
optimise to improve organisational performance (Han, Kang, and Song 2009). However,
then the process models already exist and are not discovered by process mining.
Furthermore, the performance indicators and their interdependencies are modelled in
a hierarchical way. In contrast, we propose the use of conjoint analysis to discover the
preferred constellation of the highlevel performance indicators.

2.2. Process mining

Process mining has developed very rapidly as a research field in the past years (van der
Aalst 2016; Maita et al. 2018). The key focus is on discovering processes from event data,
which record past process executions. One strand of research in process mining studies
the derivation of variants of the same process by partitioning the analysed event data
(Garca-Bañuelos et al. 2014; Greco et al. 2006). This paper studies the logical follow-up
question: how to decide which variant performs best?

Another topic in process mining is checking conformance of event logs against
a benchmark process (Rozinat and van der Aalst 2008). Conformance checking does not
consider performance indicators and moreover assumes that the benchmark process, i.e.
the best performing process, is known upfront. In this paper, we do consider performance
indicators. Moreover, we analyse performance of process executions in order to identify
the best performing process variant. This means there is no benchmark process. This
motivates the use of conjoint analysis, which does not assume that a benchmark process
exists.

Recent research in process mining for performance measurement has focused on
different aspects, for instance analysing the impact of exceptions on process performance
(Dijkman et al. 2019), analysing waste in logistic processes (Knoll, Reinhart, and
Prueglmeier 2019) and predicting performance indicators of processes at the instance
level (Verenich et al. 2019) and model level (Park and Song 2020). These papers analyse
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performance of a single process, while this paper analyses performance of a set of related
process variants, with the aim to select the best one.

To the best of our knowledge the devil’s quadrangle has not been applied to process
mining before. This paper uses the devil’s quadrangle to offer a common frame of
reference for comparing the performance of the different process variants. There does
exist work in process mining on performance analysis by clustering events (Song and van
der Aalst 2007) or computing time-based performance indicators of processes (Hornix
2007) or computing performance indicators of business process redesigns (Cho et al.
2017). However, these works do not aim to select the best performing process variant
based on performance analysis.

2.3. Conjoint analysis

Conjoint analysis is primarily known as a tool that designers use during new product
development, in particular to explore different configurations of product attributes
(Green, Douglas Carroll, and Goldberg 1981). The product designers use conjoint analysis
to learn from customers how important the different product attributes are, and how one
attribute weights against the other. The implicit preferences of customers are revealed
while making choices in the conjoint study. An important feature of conjoint analysis is
that no benchmark product configuration is needed. Instead, the preferences are inferred
from comparisons of different configurations. Similarly, our approach starts from the
premise that an organisation wants to know how important the different performance
dimensions of the devil’s quadrangle are, without having a benchmark quadrangle in
mind. To the best of our knowledge, conjoint analysis has not been applied to process
mining before.

Conjoint analysis can be used to rank a set of configurations (product configura-
tions, or, in our case, process variant configurations) based on a latent utility model.
Conjoint analysis has been integrated in decision support systems for product design
(Luo et al. 2012) and positioning as well as for product recommendations (Scholz
et al. 2015). Here, we integrate it in a tool for process evaluation based on process
mining.

2.4. Conclusion

In sum, the main contribution of this paper is a new approach, implemented in a tool, to
identify the best performing process variant from a set of process variants obtained with
process mining. The approach does not require a benchmark ‘best practice’ process
model to make the selection, but relies on conjoint analysis.

3. Domain-dependent evaluation approach

This section presents an approach to evaluate the performance of different variants of
a process according to the devil’s quadrangle. The evaluation approach depends on the
context of the process, as assessed by domain experts. Part of the approach is an
automated method that computes for a discovered process variant its performance
score for each dimension of the devil’s quadrangle and that contrasts it with the preferred
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performance scores, as identified by domain experts (bottom of Figure 2). The automated
evaluation method is configured by inputs provided by a manual configuration method
(top of Figure 2). The configuration method uses regression analysis and conjoint analysis
to extract knowledge from domain experts into machine readable input for the evaluation
method. Together, these two methods comprise the evaluation approach.

This section explains the three steps of the configuration method needed to configure
the evaluation method. Next, it describes a tool that implements the evaluation method.

3.1. Step 1: operationalisation of the dimensions

The different dimensions of the devil’s quadrangle represent abstract aspects of perfor-
mance, which cannot be measured directly. However, these dimensions can be measured
indirectly in many different ways by aggregating concrete performance indicators. To
operationalise the performance measurement, first concrete performance indicators that
can be measured directly need to be identified for each dimension. These indicators are
used in subsequent steps to derive the overall performance for each dimension. Generic,
concrete performance indicators for each dimension have been proposed in the literature
(Jansen-Vullers, Kleingeld, and Netjes 2008). For many domains, there are standardised
sets of relevant performance indicators, e.g. supply chains (Chae 2009). Alternatively,
domain experts can be consulted to identify the concrete performance indicators. In
most case, the dimension of each concrete indicator is immediately clear, for instance
throughput time belongs to the time dimension. In case it is not clear to which dimension
a concrete indicator belongs, domain experts can be consulted.

3.2. Step 2: analyse performance

In step 2, the performance of process variants is analysed. We do not consider how these
process variants are selected, but it makes sense to select variants that are frequently
occurring and have a high case coverage, i.e. cover a lot of cases. Domain experts can
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more easily assess performance of such frequent variants than of infrequent, exceptional
variants.

Though each of the concrete performance indicators identified in step 1 can be
measured for the selected variants, not all of them are relevant for measuring the actual
performance. In step 2, domain experts are consulted to identify a subset of performance
indicators that can be used to analyse the actual performance of each process variant with
respect to the dimensions of the devil’s quadrangle. This is done in two substeps.

First, domain experts manually assess the performance of different process variants for
each dimension of the devil’s quadrangle. The domain experts get as input the perfor-
mance measurements of all the performance indicators identified in step 1, as well as
a visual representation of the process variant. The assessment results in a ranking of the
process variants for each of the dimensions. The measurement scale needs to be metric to
support the next substep.

Second, a regression analysis is performed to find the relation between the perfor-
mance measurements and the assessment of the dimensions. The performance indicators
are independent variables whereas the variable for each dimension is a dependent
variable. Regression analysis requires that all variables are metric, i.e. they use ratio or
interval scales. Outcome of this substep is a set of regression formulas that define for each
dimension the relation between the value of the performance indicators and the score on
that dimension. Regression analysis is based on the ordinary least squares method, whose
time complexity is quadratic in the number of features (Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman
2009).

3.3. Step 3: identify the preferred performance

The first two steps allow to measure and interpret the actual performance of each process
variants against the dimensions of the devil’s quadrangle. More precisely, the measured
values for the performance indicators identified in step 1 can be translated using the
regression formulas of step 2 into a score for each dimension of the devil’s quadrangle.
The third step is about identifying the best performance in terms of the shape of the
devil’s quadrangle. The output of this step provides the frame of reference for interpreting
the actual performance of a business process.

Identifying the preferred performance can be done with conjoint analysis (Hair et al.
2014). This is an analysis technique that provides insight in the implicit preferences
respondents have for a certain attribute (dimension), as well as the preferred level of
that attribute and the relative importance of each attribute. In our setting, respondents
are asked to choose among a set of different sample profiles of the devil’s quadrangle
according to their own judgement. By applying conjoint analysis, the implicit preferences
for the dimensions are inferred. This allows us to calculate the performance of any
possible process configuration and, thus, compare processes in terms of their perfor-
mance. Since the data in this step are rank orders, the conjoint analysis algorithm is based
on monotonic regression, which has quadratic time complexity (Burdakov, Grimvall, and
Sysoev 2006).

ENTERPRISE INFORMATION SYSTEMS 7



3.4. Automated evaluation tool

We implemented the automated evaluation method specified in Figure 2 in a tool. It
automatically evaluates different process variants, and thus gives users quick advice
which process variant is best. The tool works with the process mining tool Celonis. This
section introduces the highlevel requirements and architecture of the tool.

We identified three main requirements for the tool, which follow logically from the
evaluation approach as sketched in Figure 2. For each process variant, the tool should
show

● the performance of the process variant on each of the dimensions, as visualised in
the devil’s quadrangle.

● the values of the performance indicators for the variant that explain the scores for
each dimension.

● the preferred shape of the devil’s quadrangle against which the shape of the process
variant can be compared.

The process architecture of the tool is based on the evaluation method in the bottom of
Figure 2. In the following description, we list in parenthesis the related steps of the
configuration method that produce the required input for the tool. The tool takes as
input process variants obtained via a process mining tool and the list of concrete
performance indicators (from step 1) that predict performance. Next, the tool calculates
based on the regression equations (from step 2) for each variant from the values of the
performance indicators its performance on each dimension of the quadrangle. The
calculation results in scores for each dimension, that are visualised in a devil’s quadrangle.
The actual performance thus obtained can be compared with the preferred performance,
also visualised in a devil’s quadrangle (from step 3).

4. Case study

To illustrate the method and show its feasibility, we discuss how we applied the evalua-
tion method and the tool in a case study performed at SAP Netherlands, part of the ERP
supplier SAP. A full description of the case study can be found elsewhere (Van den Ingh
2016). SAP Netherlands gives advice to its clients how to improve their processes sup-
ported by the SAP ERP solution. SAP Netherlands is interested in applying process mining
to improve their recommendations. They use Celonis for this purpose, which by their
policy is the only allowed process mining tool within SAP.

For the case study, we analysed the purchase-to-pay (P2P) processes for four clients of
SAP. In addition, we interviewed SAP consultants that are experts in these processes. We
next describe the outcome of applying each step of the configuration method of Section 3.
We used the output of these steps to configure an Excel-based analysis tool. Next, we
evaluate the results of applying the tool to new process variants that were not considered in
the configuration method.

8 L. VAN DEN INGH ET AL.



4.1. Operationalisation of the dimensions

In order to operationalise the devil’s quadrangle, a brainstorm session with SAP con-
sultants was held, aimed at discovering which performance indicators are relevant in
measuring the performance of a P2P process. In this session, first the research and
devil’s quadrangle were introduced to the participants, next the participants were asked
to think of all possible performance indicators for a P2P that could be related to P2P
process performance. Then, the performance indicators were assigned to the four
dimensions of the devil’s quadrangle. Participants of the brainstorm sessions were
selected from the SAP-team (the intended users of the result) based on their experience
with P2P processes.

The session started with brainstorming on any possibly relevant performance indicator
for a P2P process. After all participants had written down a list of performance indicators,
the performance indicators were assigned to the four dimensions of the devil’s quad-
rangle. The participants were first asked to think of performance indicators regardless of
the dimensions to ensure that performance indicators whose relation with the dimen-
sions is not immediately clear would be overlooked. Afterwards, we allocated each
performance indicator to one dimension.

Finally, we evaluated the list with experts from Celonis in order to remove performance
indicators that cannot be measured. Reasons for removal are either that the required data
is not available in SAP systems or that the required calculation is not available in Celonis.
Table 1 shows the list of identified and measurable performance indicators.

4.2. Analyse performance

Wemeasured the performance indicators listed in Table 1 for real P2P process data of four
different companies. For each company, we selected the most frequently occurring
process variants. As explained in Section 3.2, domain experts understand frequently
occurring variants better and can therefore more easily quantify their performance. The
percentage of cases covered by the selected variants for each of the four companies
ranges between 35 and 60%.

Since the processes are industry-specific and subject to compliance regulations from
their specific geographical region, company demographics have to be collected and
included in the analysis. Because the anonymity of companies providing data needed
to be guaranteed, not too many demographics could be used, since these could be use to
trace the involved companies. The following demographics were recorded:

(1) Geographic region.
(2) Type of industry.
(3) The operations strategy.
(4) The type of sourcing.

The geographic region is recorded since it can influence the way business processes are
executed (especially P2P processes) by e.g. specific tax rules. Next, type of industry is
important, since the way processes are executed depends on the type of industry, due to
for instance industry-specific regulations or industry-specific processes. The operations
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Table 1. Measurable performance indicators for P2P processes.
# Performance indicator Definition

Time 1 # of handover activities The number of arrows in a process variant
2 # of activities The number of activities that have been executed
3 # of no touch activities The number of activities that are executed without any personal

handling
4 Duration (days) The time between the first and last activity in the process
5 Internal lead time (days) The cumulative time between all internally executed activities (without

e.g. waiting for an order to be delivered)
6 Time before/after purchase

discount deadline
The deviation from the purchase discount deadline (positive is
payment before pdd). If there is no PDD then 0.

7 Deviation from confirmed
delivery date (- is late)

The deviation from the confirmed delivery date (positive is payment
before cdd)

8 % of orders within 2σ of avg
duration

The percentage of orders that has a lead time within the range [μ� σ]

Cost 9 % rework The % of activities that was executed more than once
10 Possible PD (% of PO value) Percentage of potential purchase discount that could have been

realised
11 Missed purchase discount (%

of PO value)
Percentage of purchase discount that has not been realised, relative to
the PO value

12 Purchase discount realised (%
of PO value)

Percentage of realised purchase discount relative to the PO value

13 Lost interest on capital (based
on 1% interest)

The interest that is not earned by paying invoices before their purchase
discount deadline

14 Return goods present? Boolean: is ‘reverse goods receipt’ present in this variant?
15 # of users per €bln spent The number of different resources that is used to process 1 billion

worth of POs
Quality 16 Avg # of orders per suppliers The average number of orders that per supplier

17 Avg spend/supplier The average PO value per supplier
18 % catalogue spend (via SRM) % of purchase value that is spent via SRM
19 Days payable outstanding The number of days between receiving and paying an invoice
20 Deviation of payment term Sum of all absolute deviations/number of deviating payments
21 % payment done too early (vs

contract conditions)
The number of payments that have been done before the purchase
discount deadline date/total number of payments

22 % payment done on time (vs
contract conditions)

The number of payments that have been done on the purchase
discount deadline date/total number of payments

23 % payment done late (vs
contract conditions)

The number of payments that have been done after the purchase
discount deadline date/total number of payments

24 Does this variant handle
wrong master data?

Is wrong master data the cause for rework?

25 # suppliers/bln spent The number of suppliers/total order value in billions
26 Compliance with payment

blocks
Boolean: does this process execute payment while a payment block is
present?

27 Payment activity present? Boolean: does process involve payment?
28 Unplanned activities? Does this process variant include any activities that do not add value?
29 % not first time right Percentage of total arrows going from activity n to activity n-1, n-2, etc
30 # of duplicated process steps # of activities that have been executed more than once
31 # of errors # of rework activities in a variant
32 # of touches # of unautomated activities (manually executed activities)
33 # of automated activities # of automatically processed activities
34 Payment block present? Boolean: does this variant include ‘set payment block’?
35 Vendor timely delivery

performance
The number of orders that meet CDD/number of orders

36 Double payments? Boolean: does this variant include more than one payment handling?
Flexibility 37 % of materials/products

processed
# of different items that is purchased/# total items

38 # of vendors that can be
processed

# of different vendors that are processed/total vendors

39 # of order types that can be
processed

# of different document types that are processed/total types

40 % of cases handled in variant The number of cases in variant/total number of cases (= coverage)
41 # of changes The number of ‘change *’ activities
42 # of processes Total number of variants
43 Lead time/coverage Lead time in days/case coverage of that variant
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strategy of an organisation tells whether for instance low cost or high flexibility is aimed
for. The process can source either direct or indirect materials. Direct materials are used to
produce a product (e.g. raw materials) or service while indirect materials are not directly
traceable to a product or service (e.g. printer supplies).

4.2.1. Assessment of process variants
The mined process variants were assessed by consultants that had analysed the processes
themselves at the client. Therefore, the consultants are familiar with the both the
processes and the companies owning the processes. All the selected participants had
broad experience in P2P processes, and therefore their responses were regarded as
equally important.

The assessment was done through a survey that included the following aspects:

● Introduction of the devil’s quadrangle to ensure each assessor has a similar under-
standing of the framework and to minimise interpretation bias.

● For each process variant (the survey includes five variants) a graphical representation
of the process and the score of all performance measures for that particular variant
are shown.

● Fields to note the score for each variant according to the assessor, for all four
dimensions. These scores are used as dependent variables in the subsequent
analyses.

The surveys were either handed over personally, with an explanation and walk-through of
the survey, or sent to the assessors by email, with an introduction and the statement that
whenever anything in the survey is unclear, the assessor was requested to ask for
clarification of this issue before proceeding with the survey.

Respondents were asked to rank the performance on all four dimensions on a ratio
scale, ranging from 1 to 10, in which 1 represented the worst and 10 the best possible
performance. Next to the identified performance indicators that were shown per dimen-
sion, the survey contained a graphical representation of the process variant, showing
which activities in what order were executed. A set of dummy variables was created to
include all aspects of the visualised process in the analysis. A metric measurement scale
was preferred over a non-metric one, since a regression analysis can only be executed
with a metric dependent variable. Data from four companies was available to be
researched, and for all but one company two consultants that worked with the processes
were willing to participate in the research, leading to seven participants. All surveys that
were sent out, were returned with all questions answered.

4.2.2. Regression analysis
To discover which of the performance indicators from Table 1 are significant predictors of
performance according to the expert assessments in the surveys, and to determine how
these performance indicators are related to the overall performance, we performed
a regression analysis in SPSS. These significant performance indicators, combined with the
theoretical grounding of the performance indicators for their specific dimension, lead to
models that calculate the performance on the different dimensions. The analysis assessed
data from seven surveys, all consisting of five variants, resulting in 35 observations.
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The information that was used in the analysis consisted of two parts: a dimension-specific
part, consisting of the identified performance indicators for that dimension, and a generic part,
containing company demographics and information on the activities that are executed in that
variant (with dummy variables for each activity; since the respondents could see these
activities on the image they had to be included in the analysis). The regression was performed
in SPSS, and the models were created by different methods of adding variables: Enter,
Stepwise, Forward andBackward,with the specific andgeneric performance indicators divided
into two so called ‘blocks’. Since the specific performance indicators are based on previous
research steps, allmethods are suitable for the specificblock. For thegeneric block, allmethods
but Enter were used as a theoretical reason for including these indicators was not present.

For each dimension, we selected the three best models for that dimension based on
the highest adjusted R2. We show for one dimension, time, the three models in Table 2.
The models satisfy all criteria for internal validity and the assumptions of normality,
heteroscedasticity and linearity stated by Field (Field 2009). The values for (adjusted) R2

show that a larger portion of the variation in the experts’ evaluation is captured by the
variables in the model. However, the model fit is not perfect, indicating that the opinion of
the experts cannot be fully captured by the process variables, and the expert opinions
contain unique information (see for instance (Blattberg and Hoch 1990)).

For each dimension the three best models (based on the highest adjusted R2) are shown.
Column B contains the unstandardised coefficients of the performance indicator in that
model. The constant is obviously not influenced by the process, but the other values of B’s
should be multiplied by the value for that performance indicator, for that specific process
variant. An empty cell indicates that the performance indicator is not present in that particular
model. So, the assessment of the time dimension according to model 1 consists of a constant
with value 10,032 minus 0,04998 times the end-to-end time (in days), minus 0,0004 times the
number of execution variants minus 0,000054 times the average PO value (in).

4.3. Identify the preferred performance

To determine what values a well performing P2P process variant should have on the
dimensions of the devil’s quadrangle, a conjoint analysis was executed. This is an analysis
that provides insight in the preference a respondent has for a certain attribute (dimen-
sion), as well as the preferred level of that attribute, according to Hair et al..(Hair et al.
2014). There are three types of conjoint analysis: choice-based conjoint, traditional

Table 2. The three best models for the time dimension (dependent variable).
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

B Sig. B Sig. B Sig.

Constant 10,032 0,000 10,015 0,000 11,234 0,000
End-to-end time (days) −0,04998 0,000 −0,058 0,000
Total number of execution variants −4,00E-04 0,003 −4,00E-04 0,005 −5,24E-04 0,020
Average PO value (€) −5,40E-05 0,049 −1,1E-04 0,007
# of no touch activities −1,676 0,018
Deviation from confirmed delivery date (days) 0,029 0,070
F 11,138 0,000 13,289 0,000 4,016 0,017
N (observations) 35 35 23
Adjusted R2 (R2) 0,472 (0,519) 0,420 (0,454) 0,354 (0,472)
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conjoint and adaptive choice. Choice-based conjoint can handle a maximum of six
attributes and has the advantage over other conjoint techniques that it creates
a realistic choice task (thanks to a ‘no choice’ option) and can measure the interaction
effect between attributes (Hair et al. 2014), and is therefore the conjoint type that was
chosen. If respondents answer more than 30 choice tasks, the quality of the answers
decreases (Hair et al. 2014).

As the aim of the research was to find the preferred ratio between the different
dimensions, the conjoint analysis used a scale of 1–3 for each dimension (translated into
a low, average and high performance on a dimension), that provides sufficient insight in this
preference. The choice-based conjoint-tool in software package XLSTAT-Premium was used
to generate the profiles and corresponding choice tasks, and to analyse the response, which
showed the importance of each dimension. The software generated 10 choice tasks that
had to be assessed by the participants, well below the stated upper limit of 30.

The respondents of the choice tasks were selected based on their earlier involvement
of this research, as SAP consultants with knowledge about P2P processes previously
participated in one of the brainstorm sessions or contributed by answering the survey
about process performance. Consultants from Celonis that have broad experience in P2P
processes and had received an introduction of the devil’s quadrangle also responded to
the choice tasks, leading to a group of 13 respondents that have an understanding of the
devil’s quadrangle. Figure 3 shows an example of a conjoint task, where respondents have
to select a well performing process or select none, if all processes do not perform well in
their opinition.

The XLSTAT conjoint-tool was used to analyse the responses and find the preferences for
the dimensions. As a goodness-of-fit measure, Nagelkerke’s R2 (Nagelkerk 1991) was used.
Since a conjoint analysis is an adapted regression, and this research is opinion-based, this
value should again be higher than 0,25. The value for Nagelkerke’s R2 from the analysed
data is 0,292, so above the threshold. The utilities per dimensions shown in Table 3 are
normalised, meaning they add up to 100. Although the relative importance for cost is
higher than the importance for time, the importance is so close that both time and cost are

Figure 3. Example of a conjoint choice task: choosing the best profile.
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the dimensions that should have the highest performance. Since Time and Quality have
almost the same utility, they are scored as high. Flexibility has the lowest score and quality
has a medium score. These qualitative scores can be be translated into the preferred shape
of the devil’s quadrangle (Figure 4).

4.4. Validation

We implemented an Excel-based analysis tool that is configured with the output of the
steps. Figure 5 shows a screenshot. The shapes of the devil’s quadrange for variants 3 and
4 resemble most the ideal shape and could therefore be identified as being closest to the
ideal.

In order to evaluate whether the tool is capable of giving a valid performance score on
all dimensions, two consultants assessed a new P2P data set. Both consultants took part in
identifying the list with performance indicators in Table 1 (one during the brainstorm, one
by checking the list for completeness), and also have experience with the company of the
new data set. The setup of the assessment was the same as the one used for the first
companies (Section 4.2.1), i.e. the consultants received a survey that contained the five
most frequent process variants of the new data set, and they were asked to rank the
performance of the five variants for each of the four dimensions. The performance values
that they assigned to each dimension were then tested to see whether they fit into the
95% confidence intervals of the three models that were selected for that dimension
during regression analysis (Section 4.2.2). Because this validation consists of 5 observa-
tions per participant, so 10 in total, the expected number of observations outside the
confidence interval is 0,5 observation, so both null or one observation outside the
confidence interval meet the expectation, translating to 90% or 100% of observations
within the confidence interval.

Table 3. Importances of the dimensions.
Dimension Utility Importance

Cost 31,188 High
Time 30,168 High
Quality 25,457 Medium
Flexibility 13,186 Low

high quality

short throughput time

high flexibility

low cost

Figure 4. Preferred quadrangle according to Table 3.
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For each of the three best models in each dimension, as selected with regression
analysis, Table 4 shows the percentage of observations that are in the 95% confidence
interval and the mean absolute prediction error (MAPE). For all dimensions, at least one
model has a MAPE lower than two, indicating that the average prediction according to
that model is less than 2 points from the value that was assigned by the consultants in the
validation phase. As the rating takes place on a scale from 1 to 10, this deviation is quite
large. Especially for the flexibility dimension, two models have a MAPE that is a lot wider
than the 1–10 range on which respondents were asked to rate the process variants and
one model produces scores that have little in common with those given by the partici-
pants. This indicates that to align the automated evaluation method with expert opinions,
more data sets are needed, especially for the flexibility dimension.

As generalisability of the framework is an essential part of this research, it is more
important that a model is capable of predicting the performance of a process outside the
data sets that were used to generate the models than that it has a slightly higher adjusted
R2 (since this value only indicates the fit of the model on the data set that was analysed in
the first phase). Therefore, the model with the smallest MAPE was selected as the most valid
model based on the validation phase. For time, quality and flexibility model 2 is selected, for
cost model 3. In Table in Table 4, these models are marked bold. Table 5 shows the
equations for these models while Table 6 gives an overview of the significant performance
indicators according to these models, as well as the abbreviations used in the formulas.

Ideal shape Variant 1 Variant 2 Variant 3 Variant 4 Variant 5
Cost 8,6 10,5 7,1 8,4 10,1
LOG(Users per €bln spent) 1,00 0,50 100 15 1

Time 7,9 8,3 10,0 9,7 9,8
Duration (days) 54,00 44,00 18 22 17,44

Quality 3,4 7,6 5,0 9,0 10,0
% payments done late 18% 1% 12% 30% 99%

% unautomated activities 90% 10% 70% 25% 10%

Vendor delivery performance 18% 30% 45% 97% 55%

Flexibility 10,1 9,2 2,8 9,1 11,3
Case coverage 7% 5% 3% 2% 1%

% of order types 51% 13% 3% 20% 15%

Other
Relative percentage of PO value in this variant 27% 32% 6% 14% 21%

Total number of execution variants 2514 2514 2514 2514 2514

Average PO value (€) € 00,000.01€ 00,415.8 € 00,385.6€ 00,532.4€ 00,858.1

‘Create PR’ activity present? 1 1 1 1 0

Performance evaluation for P2P processes

Quality

Time

Flexibility

Cost

Figure 5. Excel-based analysis tool.

Table 4. Validation data.
Time Cost Quality Flexibility

MAPE
% cases in 95%

conf int MAPE
% cases in 95%

conf int MAPE
% cases in 95%

conf int MAPE
% cases in 95%

conf int

Model 1 2,5089 90% 1,3730 90% 1,9467 70% 97,0247 10%
Model 2 1,7221 90% 2,1376 90% 1,9457 100% 1,6364 90%
Model 3 4,9407 70% 1,2258 90% 2,6913 100% 75,4045 100%
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5. Conclusion

The main contribution of this paper is a novel approach to automatically evaluate the
performance of mined process variants by using an operationalised version of the devil’s
quadrangle. We focussed especially on the different steps to configure the automated
evaluation method, which use both regression analysis and conjoint analysis to translate
knowledge from domain experts into machine readable input for the evaluation method.
In particular, the approach does not require a benchmark process to determine which
process variant performs best, which makes the approach suitable in cases a benchmark
process is unknown or does not exist.

Application of the approach in a case study gives promising results: most of the scores
provided by the domain experts on each dimension were in the 95% confidence interval
of the different regression models that were developed. Given the limited amount of data,
we expect that including more data sets for the regression analysis can significantly
improve the accuracy of the method for the case study.

There are several directions for further research. An interesting topic is incorporating
user feedback from actual assessments to improve the accuracy of the evaluation
method. Next, the approach can be applied to processes that are less standardised
than P2P to assess whether the approach is useful for business processes with more
variability.

Disclosure Statement

No potential conflict of interest was reported by the authors.

Table 5. Formulas for the models selected for each dimension.
E(Time) = 10.015 − 0.058 * E2E − 0.0004 * VAR
E(Cost) = 10.100 − 1.476 * log(Users_BLN)

E(Quality) = 6,770 − 3,263E−09 * Avg_Sup + 2,158 * Paym_Late
+ 1,934 * Vend_Perf− 3,971 * Manual

E(Flexibility) = 4,497 − 23,334 * Cases2 + 4.054 * Rel_PO − 1,351
* Cr_PR − 1,656 * Goods

Table 6. Significant performance indicators for the validated models.
Dimension Performance indicator Abbreviation

Time Duration (days) E2E
Cost # of users per €bln spent Users_BLN
Quality % payment done late (vs contract conditions) Paym_Late

% of manual executed activities Manual
Vendor timely delivery performance Vend_Perf
Average spend per supplier Avg_Sup

Flexibility % cases handled Cases
Other Relative percentage of PO value in this variant Rel_PO

Total number of execution variants VAR
Goods receipt activity present? Goods
Create PR activity present? Cr_PR
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